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“A gateway to knowledge.
Freedom, Prosperity and the Development
of society and individuals are fundamental
human values. They will only be attained
through the ability of well-informed
citizens to exercise their democratic
rights and to play an active role in
society. Constructive participation and
the development of democracy depend
on satisfactory education as well as on
free and unlimited access to knowledge,
thought, culture and information.”

Multimedia centers, as defined by UNESCO
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Approaching
the Ideas Box
as a portable
multi-media
toolkit

1 — Approaching the Ideas Box as a portable multimedia toolkit
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a/What is a multimedia center?
The Ideas Box is a multimedia tool that should facilitate access
to culture, information and education while also acting as a
space for conviviality, a space for identity building, and a tool for
discovery. As such, we can liken the Ideas Box to a multimedia
center. The word “médiathèque” – the French word for multimedia center– brings two words together:
Média, which designates all means of communication and information, and thèque, the action of classifying. The multimedia
center (“médiathèque”) is therefore a place that gives access to different types of media, documents (books, DVDs, board games, etc.).
However, a multimedia center is not just a place where we can
consult documents. It is also an important social venue, alive
and welcoming, easily accessed and open to all.
The multimedia librarian leads the group and must know who
his or her audience is. He or she should be receptive and know
precisely what documents are available. He or she should be
able to indicate how to research and/or find sought-after documents, or find information inside documents… As the Ideas Box
facilitator, you play this part.You are going to make the connection between the Box and its users.

b/What is cultural mediation?
The cultural mediator is a purveyor of culture, a jack-of-all-trades
ready to move mountains to allow the greatest number of people
share culture.
The social riches produced by the Ideas Box are based on the
actions taken by the professionals directing the users. They
aim to help users gain an understanding of editorial, instructive, cultural and digital production, and therefore widen their
understanding of society; as a result, users gain a greater understanding of society and become even greater members of it.
8

It is your job to make them think of their social life, imagine a
future, give substance to their projects; make users acquire
creative reasoning and become part of key tasks in cultural
mediation.
As a purveyor of culture, you support the implementation of
teaching methods in a minority setting, as well as the reinforcement of cultural and artistic scopes, therefore promoting a
positive attitude in the learning process.

The missions of the Ideas Box:
your missions!
1•
2•
3•
4•
5•
6•
7•
8•
9•

Facilitate individual study as well as formal teaching at all levels;
Promote personal flourishing;
Stimulate imagination and creativity in children and young people;
Contribute to the spread of cultural heritage and the appreciation of
the arts, sciences and innovation;
Give access to cultural expression and the performing arts;
Encourage intercultural dialogue and promote cultural diversity;
Support the oral tradition ;
Facilitate the acquisition of skills in information technology ;
Support literacy activities and programs for all ages, participate in these
activities and programs, and, if needed, take initiatives in this area

1 — Approaching the Ideas Box as a portable multimedia toolkit
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Ideas box
contents
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The Ideas Box, as a classic multimedia center, contains numerous resources that are at the users’ disposal. We consider all
of the resources available in the Ideas Box, physical or not, as
“documents.” In order for the multimedia center to function
well, those in charge must organize these documents.
In the Ideas Box you will find:

	Books				E-books		Tablets

Games

Movies

& A small theatre stage.

These tools are split between four different modules (Library,
Film, Computer and Administration) that all together form the
Ideas Box.

a/the library module
the books
The book is situated within the perspectives of education,
knowledge and entertainment. Each population possesses an
important oral literature (tales, nursery rhymes, etc.) that speaks
to the whole public and delights children, adolescents and adults.
Today, books have become more accessible. They treat all subjects, even subjects that were formerly considered taboo.
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The books that make up the Ideas Box were chosen for their
quality and because they offer readers a rich and varied sample
of works mainly focusing on problems within society. You will
find works for all ages. The selection of publications was equally influenced by the context under which the Ideas Box was
established.
It is important to understand that the books can be divided into
different categories; this allows you to choose the right works
for different activities and different audiences.
> children's books

The children’s book is a form of narration based on the joint use
of image and text. With the exception of children’s books without text or stories in images, readers are invited to construct a
story in his or her own head. Thus there are at least two stories
in a children’s book: a textual story and a story in images. In certain children’s books, the images are redundant, and in others
the images complement one another. As the literary form of the
children’s book is very free, the formats, the graphic styles and
the narrative schemes are quite varied, and can adapt themselves to all audiences, even adults!
> the novel

The novel is a work of fiction, generally separated by chapters.
It can take on a number of forms: epistolary novel (by letters),
autobiographical novel (when someone tells a story about their
own life), private diary…
Novels exist in different genres. The genre characterizes and
defines the contents of the novel. A novel can be about a certain
theme in society, an adventure novel, romance, historical, crime,
fantasy, or science-fiction novel … A novel can also take on elements from several genres at the same time..

2 — ideas box contents
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>The short story

This narrative form distinguishes itself by the brevity of the
text. It is centered on a single event and generally in a specific
location. There are fewer and less developed characters than
in a novel. The short story finishes with an unexpected ending
during the high point of action, which is sometimes expressed
in one sentence. Just like the novel, the short story can be one of
many different genres, the most common being fantasy, crime
and science-fiction.
>Poetry

Poetry is a literary form generally written in verse, but also permits some prose. It is about subjects that call on emotions or the
imagination. Poetry often privileges form under a number of stylistic devices, such as metaphors or different rhymes that stem
from the rhythm of the text.
>Theatre

Theatre is a literary genre that exposes a dramatic action under
the form of dialogue between its characters. Theatre is written
to be shown, rather than read. It assumes the use of actors, costumes, decoration, and an audience.
(SeeThe Facilitator’s Handbook to Theatre)
> The comic book

The comic book is a succession of images organized to tell a
story and presented in diverse ways. These images are generally accompanied by a text that can take on several forms:
explanatory text boxes, dialogues (written in text bubbles) and
onomatopoeias (a word whose sound imitates the thing it signifies). The strength of a comic book comes before all due to its
drawings that tell a story and establish the setting. Its readers
quickly perceive the universe proposed to them, contrary to unillustrated books that require more attention. Its “playful” side
attracts readers that do not customarily read.
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>Documentaries

Contrary to the former literary forms, documentary works are
not works of fiction. They do not tell a story, but inform and pass
down knowledge. Documentary works give different degrees
of information, are adapted to the audience to which they are
addressed. In the Box, we are able to distinguish between documentaries for children and documentaries for adults.
Board Games
The board game applies to several people, as opposed to games
that are played alone. It is a voluntary activity accomplished
under the limitations of fixed time and space. Board games have
various missions; they promote reflection, sometimes by means
of dexterity, observation, listening or speed. They are also an
excellent way to bring people together through a fun activity.
Some games are known worldwide, such as card games. Even
so, each country and region of the world also plays their own
games.

2 — ideas box contents
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b/The Cinema Module
There are numerous possible activities surrounding the Cinema
Module and they are not limited to the movies broadcasted on
TV. The different tools proposed below make it possible to realize collective activities and bring a concrete result forward.
The Hand-held Cameras
The film cameras are intended for participatory journalism,
small video documentaries, and even fiction.
The Movies
There are several types of movies in the Ideas Box. Just as with
the books, you will find documentaries and fiction. You can also
find animated films, which are different from classic films that
possess real actors. The movies are found in DVD format.
The GPS
The GPS allows groups to work on cartography, or in other words,
study the territory surrounding the Ideas Box on a grand scale
and identify all different types of places. You can refer to the
handbook annex for more information on this subject.

c/The IT Module
The E-Readers
The e-readers contain a great number of electronic books that
are organized into different folders. They offer a…
The Portable Scanner
The portable scanner can be used to produce a digital copy of
creations made at the Ideas Box such as children’s drawings,
texts written during writing workshops, etc. These can be put
onto the computer server and shared with other Ideas Box users
throughout the world!
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The Tablets
The tablets offer access to numerous pedagogical and educational applications. They have five different interfaces: an Ideas Box
welcome interface, followed by the Learn, Create, Discover and
Play interfaces. The applications are divided into different categories that can help you identify them.

A PIECE OF ADVICE:
Take care of the documents so they last a long time
Remember to regularly clean the tablets and DVDs with small
dust-cloths, monitor the condition of the books and fix them with
tape if they’re damaged! This will help you to better conserve the
contents of the Ideas Box and avoid spreading germs!

Key points

:

The Ideas Box is composed of numerous resources that are
important to know about.
The modules are the following:
1 • Library Module: books and board games.
2 • Cinema Module: film cameras, movies, and GPSs.
3 • Computer Module: e-readers, a portable scanner, tablets.
4 • Administration Module: administrative computers, library
catalogue, etc.

2 — ideas box contents
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documents
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a/ Handling physical documents:
document protection
Above all else, it is important to protect the documents. This
step is particularly valuable for the books, which will have to
be covered. The cover of a work is important because it allows
for a slower wear and tear and therefore a longer conservation
period. To cover a book, you simply need a pair of scissors and
self-adhesive plastic wrap.
Refer to the independant learning video titled “How to cover a book.”

self adhesive
plastic film

scissors
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B/
Filing: facilitate organization
It is important to classify the documents so everyone can find
them. In a multimedia center, we can classify works in a different
way.
We generally make a distinction between:
•		The works of fiction that are works of the imagination.
		Next, we classify novels, comic strips, children’s books,
		 plays, tales…
•		Documentary works that contain information on a
		 precise subject.
Next, we also must make a distinction between documents that
are primarily addressed to children and young adults, and those
that are addressed to adults. In the Library Module of the Ideas
Box, we can also find:
•		Documentaries for youth (marked with a green sticker)
•		Documentaries for adults (mauve stickers)
•		Comic books (blue stickers)
•		Children’s books (pink stickers)
•		Novels and tales (orange stickers)
•		Plays (red stickers)
For example, the electronic books found in the e-readers are
categorized based on their genre: crime novels, adventure
novels, and fantasy novels, realistic fiction, romance stories that
talk about love; documentaries, philosophical essays, plays, and
short stories that are easy to read

3 — documents
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A PIECE OF ADVICE
When you’re creating a filing system, the main thing to do is think
about the way the readers will spontaneously look for documents.
If you see that the filing system is not adapted to suit the readers,
or if the readers are lost during their search, you can redesign the
system to fit their needs by speaking with them.

C/Cataloguing: what is a catalogue?
What does it do?
Once the documents are protected and classified, they need to
be catalogued. The catalogue allows for the creation of title ID
cards (part of the bibliographic record). This description specifies diverse information about the document: the author, the
title, publisher, publication date, book measurements, number
of pages, ISBN (the book’s identification number). Typically, all of
the documents in the Ideas Box are already indexed in the catalogue via “DE CATALOGAGE” software, thereby assembling all of
the identification cards (IDs) in one database. This allows you
to:
•		Explore the entire collection;
•		Easily research documents by theme. This may be useful
		 if users ask you to conduct research under a specific theme,
		 or if you would like to organize activities around a
		 certain theme.
•		Take inventory of the documents in the Ideas Box regularly.
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D/ Cataloguing: what is a catalogue?
What does it do?
Even if the identification cards are already entered into the
catalogue, one step remains for the documents to be correctly
indexed: the creation of the bibliographic record.
The identification cards that we have previously created can
be useful for several books if, for example, you possess several
books of the same title. The creation of a bibliographic record
allows you to unite the physical document with its identification card. Now, it’s your turn to work with the “DE CATALOGAGE”
software!
To learn how to handle this software, refer to the manual or in the
Campus Ideas Box

Key Points

Document rotation in the Ideas Box
When you put new documents into the Ideas Box:
1. Check your document order list.
2. Protect your documents to ensure their longevity.
3. Classify the documents according to their genre.
4. Add necessary information into your catalogue.
5. Assign a number to each copy of the same document or book
in the Ideas Box.

3 — documents
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Your turn!
Know your documents
Take a work at random from the Ideas Box collection.
1 • Start by identifying the following components:
–	The title
–	The author
–	The publisher
–	The number of pages
–	The ISBN number
–	The theme
2 • Determine how to classify the document:
–	Is it a work targeted at youths or adults?
– Would you classify it as a work of fiction or as a
		 documentary? And what specific category: novel,
		 comic, biography, tale, etc.?
3 •	Catalogue your document:
In theory, the entire Ideas Box collection is already in the
catalogue. So, go verify that your selected work is there. To
do this, turn on the administrative computer and open the
catalogue. You can proceed in your research in many ways:
–	Search by category or subject;
–	Search by ISBN number;
–	Search by its publisher or collection;
–	Conduct an advanced search with multiple criteria.
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Try to find your document in different ways. This will allow
you to verify if the information that you gathered was right.
If the document is not in the database, then enter it in!
4 • Presenting the document :
Above all, the task of classifying and cataloguing documents
allows you to get to know the collection well and therefore
give better advice to Ideas Box users. Now, reflect on the way
that you could present this work, appropriately adapting
your address based on your audience: adults, young adults,
or children.

Dimensions
Author

cover

Title

Éditor

back cover

Number of pages

Date of the
edition

Identification
number

3 — documents
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In the multimedia center, you will encounter audiences of several different profiles, each possessing specific expectations and
needs to which you will have to adapt. It is essential to know
your audience well to provide the appropriate responses.
To do this, you will have to observe the types of audiences that
come spontaneously to use the Ideas Box, meanwhile keeping
the main objectives of this multimedia center in mind. There
are certain audiences in particular that need to be taken into
account because it is perhaps those who are most naturally
distanced from culture that will come less frequently to you
and the Ideas Box, such as women, those who are illiterate or
uneducated youth…
The Ideas Box is an educational, informational and psychosocial
vocation. You have to pay particular attention to the audiences
that appear to be the most fragile to create a balance within the
user population. The youth are important because they represent the future, and they are often the most receptive.
Aiming at certain audiences does not mean you should put
others off to the side! It simply means that you will pay attention to them when you are carrying out your activities. The Ideas
Box is a place of reconstruction, a place of peace and sharing
between your different audiences, where tensions can subside,
all through discovery of the self and of others.
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a/ Types of audiences
To help you, here are several note cards on the different types of
audiences you may encounter, based on age:
•	Youth

Babies and toddlers

(0–3 years old)

Expectations: Early-learning, share moments between
parent and child.
How to respond? Activities, welcome and accompanying by
facilitators, individual reading.
Opportunities: Touch the adults that accompany the children, especially the mothers.
How to respond? Welcome, reading suggestions for those
accompanying the children (reassure them that they are
able to share a book with their children even if they are illiterate), proposition of activities for the adults.
Constraints: Obligatory presence of an adult companion
with the child; sound can disrupt the other readers.
How to respond? Make sure they have a comfortable space
(rug, cushions) in the shade, far from adults reading alone.
Make sure you supply water.

Activities that should take priority:
• Story time
• Individual reading
• Plays/shows (specific to toddlers)
-• Reading out-loud

4 — THE Audience
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children (4–8 years old)
Expectations: Entertainment, early-learning.
How to respond? Activities, welcome and accompanying by
facilitators, individual reading.
Opportunities: Curiosity, often come in groups or with
family.
How to respond? Offer group activities, but also individual
activities.
Constraints: Supervision; the possibility of moving a lot and
quickly becoming distracted.
How to respond? Put the children in a space with defined
boundaries.

Activities that should take priority:
• Story time
• Individual reading
• Group reading
• Plays
• Meet the author/illustrator events
• Reading out-loud
• Creativity workshops
• Book discovery
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Pre-teens (9–12 years old)
Expectations: Entertainment, document research
How to respond? Activities, welcome and accompanying
by facilitators, help with document research, individual
reading.
Opportunities: You can propose a wide variety of activities
to this age group.
No particular constraints.

Activities that should take priority:
• Story time
• Reading group
• Meetings/debates
• Plays
• Career days
• Meet the author/illustrator events
• Reading out-loud
• Creativity workshops
• Book discovery

4 — THE Audience
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teenagers (13–18 years old)
Expectations: Development of social relationships, access
to culture and entertainment, document research
How to respond? Activities, welcome and accompanying
by facilitators, help with documentary research, individual
reading.
Opportunities: Become a sort of “liaison.”
How to respond?Read a book to younger kids.
No particular constraints.

Activities that should take priority:
• Story time
• Reading group
• Meetings/debates
• Plays
• Career days
• Meet the author/illustrator events
• Reading out-loud
• Creativity workshops (slam poetry)
• Book discovery
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•	Adults

Former university professors
Expectations: Access to textbooks, entertainment, access
to culture, immediate interest from this audience.
How to respond? Activities, welcome and orientation by
facilitators, individual reading, available workspace to sit at
and consult books.
Opportunities: An audience that tends to be abundant in
size.
How to respond? Organize activities related to their studies
(readings, plays, etc.).
Constraints: Often looking for "useful" readings (reference
books, manuals…)..
How to respond? Respond to the best of your ability while
conserving the special feature of the Ideas Box, reading for
pleasure.
Activities that should take priority:
• Story time
• Group reading
• Meetings/debates
• Plays
• Meet the author/illustrator events

4 — THE Audience
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Adults
Expectations: Development of social relationships, access
to culture and entertainment.
How to respond? Activities, welcome and accompanying by
facilitators, individual reading.
Opportunities: Become a resource.
How to respond? Bring them around to share their
knowledge and contacts: present their profession during
career days, offer to give a conference, etc.
Constraints: Women sometimes have difficulty in making
time to come to the Ideas Box.
How to respond? Organize activities especially directed
towards women. We will speak further on this subject.
Activities that should take priority:
• Story time
• Group reading
• Conferences/debates
• Plays
• Meet the author/illustrator events
• Reading out-loud
• Creativity workshops
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elderly people (55 + years old)
Expectations: Development of social relationships, access
to culture and entertainment.
How to respond? Activities, welcome and accompanying by
group leaders, individual reading.
Opportunities: People with experience.
How to respond? Have them read a story, tell a memory,
or read a book to children (create relationships between
generations).
Constraints: Reduced mobility and impairments such as
hearing, seeing, etc.
How to respond? For example, make sure they have a place
to sit.
Activities that should take priority:
• Story time
• Group reading
• Meetings/debates
• Plays
• Meet the author/illustrator events
• Reading out-loud
• Creativity workshops

4 — THE Audience
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b/ Receiving your audience
Receiving your audience is a particularly important aspect of
your role as facilitator. The people who come to the multimedia center are called “users.” It is crucial to be attentive to users
if you want the Ideas Box realize its potential. Hence there is an
importance weighed on all systems of evaluation put in place
within the Ideas Box. The first step for good multimedia center
administration is registering all of the users. To do this, follow the
registration procedures found in the operating manual.
The facilitation has to display adaptability, availability, and
patience, all while refraining from judgment. There are two ways
to receive your audience, individual and collective:
•		Individual reception requires you to be 100% attentive to
the person with whom you are speaking, to understand his
wants and needs in order to know how to appropriately respond. Sometimes a reader will look for a book on a certain
subject. In this case, your role could be going beyond showing
him works on the theme in question by showing him a multimedia support that also responds to his question (hence the
importance of having a good understanding of the Ideas Box
contents).
•		Collective reception requires you to be attentive to each
person while handling the entire group. You should not be
only listening to one person, but rather to the requests of the
entire group in general.

The principal role of the facilitator is:
1 •  To receive;
2 •  To accompany and to inform;
3 •  To respond to a reader’s requests in the best way possible;
4 •  To put different activities in place for different audiences
5 •  To be a cultural mediator.
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A good reception is:
•		A welcome for everybody: big, small, men, women, readers, non-readers, etc. The team must therefore display
adaptability, availability, and patience, but also reserve from
judgment.
•		A personalized welcome: it is important that everyone
finds a response to their personal desire.
•		Personal contact is precious: it allows the reader to feel
trust, to be oriented and advised when he wants. It is important to try to discuss a little with each reader and make
yourself available when possible. This will also allow you to
win loyalty of your audience from session to session.

a piece of ADVICE
Welcoming a user for the first time
A user’s first visit is an important moment. It’s when he discovers the
collection at his disposition and the tools to which he has access.
Your role as facilitator is to accompany him or her in this discovery.
Show him the different modules and their contents, explain how the
place functions. Give him the time to soak in the space and become
comfortable while flipping through a work or consulting a tablet.
Try to establish a climate of trust so that the user understands you
are there to respond to his requests.

Key Points

Knowing your audience allows you to offer activities adapted to
their needs and expectations. Take the time to know the users that
frequently visit the Ideas Box, do not hesitate to make inquiries to
these individuals and involve them in reflections on the activities
you hold.

4 — THE Audience
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Your turn!
You host a workshop with a group of elderly people
Reflect on the important elements to take into account
while organizing:
1 •	Know your audience:
For each audience that you receive, a certain number of
questions will help you target your audience and understand them, and therefore better organize your activity.
– What are the specific features of elderly people?
– For what reasons do they come to the Ideas Box?
–	Should you encourage individual or collective activities?
–	How can you showcase their qualities/skills?
–	Can you imagine having activities with your elderly
audience and another type of audience(s)?
2 • Prepare to receive your audience:
You have decided to hold a “meet the author” event. First,
imagine the layout of the room.
– Will you prefer to hold your event standing up, sitting on
the ground or in chairs?
–	How will you arrange the participants so that everyone
can see and hear the author?
– What type of room is necessary for this event?
–	Do you need particular materials?

38

3 • During the event:
–	Can you welcome other users to the Ideas Box during
the event?
–	Do you need a maximum number of participants?
–	Your role as facilitator is to assure that the event runs
smoothly and to facilitate the sharing and exchange
between the author and the elderly. How will you do this?
Elderly people need particular attention due to their physical
condition. In your opinion, have you thought of everything
needed to ensure they are comfortable?

4 — THE Audience
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Accentuating
the Ideas Box
& mediation
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a/Accentuating the Ideas Box
In order to envision your audience and the Ideas Box documents
together, it is important here to speak about what we call in the
word of multimedia centers the “valorization,” which is the act
of highlighting the value of the documents to bring them into
the view of your audiences.

a.1. Physical emphasis
The readers do not know the entire collection of the multimedia
center. It is therefore important to physically highlight certain
words, applications or tools of the Box to bring the users closer
to taking it for themselves. For example, to do this place certain
works that you like or that refer to a certain theme on the display stands or tables to show them off. You can also place a small
introductory note on the book specifying why you liked it, what
is interesting about it, etc.
You can proceed in the same fashion with the tablets and e-readers, for example by showing off an application or an e-book
within the e-reader’s files.
Explanation of
presentation

Explanation of
presentation
42

a.2.Signage
Signage corresponds to all of the elements put around documents to orient the reader. Certain elements, such as logos on
the modules, are already in place and indicate how to find what
a reader is searching for amongst the digital tools, the Film,
Library, or Administration modules. Yet, this is not sufficient.
You have to put a signage system into place that is adapted to
your Box and is simple and understandable to everyone. This
allows the user to feel more confident and to have a greater
vision of the contents of the Box. The signage can be composed
of several small posters presenting the content of each module
or inviting the users to speak with the facilitator.

5 — Accentuating the Ideas Box & mediation
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a.3. Communication
The communication surrounding the Box and the activities that
you offer are particularly important. Communication allows you
to spread information on events and activities, the content, and
the themes that you have to offer in the Box.
There are a number of vectors of communication. You must go
directly to the population within the city and the surrounding
villages to speak about the activities and events you are offering,
send a message over the radio or in the local newspapers, post
schedules both in the Box and outside. These are the many ways
to make your activities known to others. The important thing is
to make the right activities known to the right audience in the
right places.
Little by little, you can involve the users in the tasks of communication via the Ideas Box newspaper by creating small
presentations to distribute, etc.
If you cannot welcome everyone during your events and activities, it is important to offer an activity calendar, perhaps at the
Box’s entrance, asking people to sign up with facilitators.
If you want to touch a particular audience, you can also use
other methods; put a poster in the community centers such as
the youth center.

44

program
example

Key Points

The Box needs to be accessible to all users, whether they are young
kids or adults, readers or non-readers, regulars or new visitors, etc.
The way in which you present the Box and the documents it contains
is essential to facilitate users’ appropriation of the Box. So take the
time to reflect on the best way to represent the Box based on your
audiences, their needs, and their expectations.

5 — Accentuating the Ideas Box & mediation
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b/ cultural mediation
Lead your audiences to explore documents; above all, do this
through what we call cultural mediation, that is to say create the
ties between users and the contents of the Ideas Box. These links
can be activities, events surrounding different pieces of content,
presentations, etc. that will lead the users to appropriate the
multimedia center’s tools and serve themselves based on their
needs and wants.
Realizing events and activities requires going through three
indispensable steps:
•		 preparation;
•		 the activity or event itself;
•		 the post-session.

A PIECE OF ADVICE
The events and activities arise from your wants, ideas, encounters,
requests from the people… An event can take place as an isolated
event, in one or several sessions. One event can repeat itself regularly every week or every month, giving rhythm to the Box’s calendar.
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FOCUS
Use several tools during a single event or activity
The Ideas Box is overflowing with different tools, digital and
paper-based, creative or reading. These tools complement each
other very well and can be used during the same event or activity. For example, the same themes can be found in books, on
tablets or in films. In using several tools, you can achieve the following objectives:
•		Enrich your event or activity. Each type of media looks at
themes from a different angle. Participants are not all receptive to the same tools; changing these tools allows you to
keep their attention throughout the entire event and touch
the maximum number of people.
•		Engage different audiences and encourage the creation
of intergenerational relationships.
•		 Lead the users to use all of the resources in the Ideas Box
so they can delve further into a subject.
•		Reinforce group unity within the Ideas Box because this
will encourage everyone to work together.
For example, you can speak about countries by showing images
from an atlas, by doing active research on tablet application,
and conducting a debate after watching a film.
You can also work on the subject of transportation by reading
a children’s book about a little boy who travels and creating a
connection to this story with an application on the tablet.
Let your imagination be free when you try to create connection
between the different tools in the Ideas Box and diversify your
activities and events!
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b.1. Preparing an event or activity
You always need to have an idea in your head of what you’re
going to do. One event takes between thirty minutes to an hour
to prepare (based on the type of workshop it is) before your
audience arrives. Preparing the event from the bottom up will
allow you to better direct your audiences, especially the children. It is therefore important for you to create preparation cards
in advance that detail your activities.
To prepare for an event, you have to ask yourself several indispensable questions that will guide you to an event that is best
adapted to your audience and your objectives:
•		 What audience(s) do you want to reach out to?
•		 What are the objectives that we want to achieve?
•		 What themes do we want to address?
Once you have responded to these three questions and found a
well-adapted event or activity, you still must ask yourself about
several aspects of the event in question:
•		 What materials are necessary?
•		 What human resources are required of this event or activity?
•		How many maximum participants can you accept to your
event or activity?

A PIECE OF ADVICE
Do not neglect these preparatory and observational steps, they will
help you be more attentive to your audience, to offer high-quality
workshops, and to have more confidence. Your events and activities
will only be easier to carry out!
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Choose the right animation
Every audience has different expectations and needs when they
come to the Ideas Box. You should think of the activities you propose based on the participants you have. Here are some pieces
of advice and tricks to choose you event wisely.

For whom?
>Facing a targeted audience:
Certain types of activities and events are universal: story time
and plays, for example. Others are more appropriate for a specific audience: take, for example, a reading group or a meeting
with a follow-up debate are in theory more accessible to an
adult audience that is a little more educated.
But even beyond this, it’s mainly the choice of theme that acts as
the determinant feature.
In fact, a conference about a little-known author risks reaching
a limited number of persons. On the other hand, a conference
on music will touch a larger audience, even those who do not
necessarily read. Themes on music and local culture in general are particularly suitable for sharing and exchange between
generations.
Themes such as family, the condition of the woman, cooking,
health, water, violence, family ties, childhood education, etc. are
susceptible to attract women.
A theme that echoes recent current events will attract a larger
audience.
You must therefore try to vary the themes you address intelligently in order to satisfy the greatest number of people.
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>Facing a heterogeneous audience:
Deal with the largest audience first.
Appeal to resource people who are capable of taking care of a
part of your audience.
Have certain adults participate in supervising the children.
Take advantage of quieter and calmer moments to take care of
your smaller audience.
Make women participate, because they often come less spontaneously than others.
Organize activities and events for toddlers that go hand-in-hand
with an activity that is specific for women.
Make yourself familiar with women associations and organize
meetings so they feel less intimidated. Thus, here we are reserving events and activities exclusively to women.
Regularly encourage women through Box activities (invite
women artists, make a selection of books written by women,
welcome schoolgirls from a certain class, etc.).
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with what?
You must also think about the necessary materials, human
needs, the most advantageous moment to do activities, conceivable partners with other partners, etc.
Events and activities are a moment to highlight the contents of
the Ideas Box. Do not hesitate to combine several types of media.
The important thing is to have chosen the contents beforehand
on which you want to base your event. You can choose several of
them as supports; others you will simply put at your audience’s
disposition for consultation.
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how?
When the time comes, it is important to prepare the space
where the event will take place, to get out all of your materials in
advance. If you’re projecting a film, verify all of the wire connections before your audience arrives. If you’re holding an event
about tables, verify that they are all charged.
It is indispensable to create a welcoming environment in the
Box so everyone feels good while being there. Do not hesitate to
move furniture around and take out materials to create a space
adapted to your needs. If you’re reading a story, for example,
you’re touching an intimate realm. It is therefore important to
lessen the distance between the audience and the facilitation,
thus creating a space of trust and confidence. The essential
thing is to be comfortable and to know how to integrate everyone into your event. These events are, above all else, moments
to share and moments of communication. Once again, you must
pay attention to the adaptation of an event to the audience you
are trying to reach. But this is not a reason to be afraid of offering events that are sometimes a little more advanced: you can
make mistakes, think of emergency solutions! Choose a book you
enjoy. Your audience feels good if they enjoy the book they are
reading. It is difficult to interest others with a book that evokes
nothing within ourselves or that we do not like!
If you have the time, you can practice before the event, which
will prepare you in a concrete way. You will be more comfortable
when your audience is really there.
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A PIECE OF ADVICE
Advice to respect the rules:
Speak softly, do not yell.
Tell two facilitators in advance when possible, so they can support
and complement each other in their work.
Always provide participants with rules of the event/activity so they
know what is in store for them.
Settle the participants’ minds in difficult cases, interrupt the event
to calmly speak about a problem.
Anticipate a plan B if the event does not work, if the participants are
not attentive.

Key Points

Before putting a workshop into action, determine the audience and
the objectives of the event.
Take the time to set up the space for the activity or event and verify
all of the necessary materials.
Once the participants are present, you no longer have the time to
think of books you wish to present or tools you are going to use.
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b.2. The event
An event is an important moment in a multimedia center. It
allows the audience to appropriate the proposed tools, but
above all create ties between users, develop skills, creativity, etc.
An event should not be too long so it keeps your participants’
attention. Generally, depending on the type of audience, it lasts
between one and one and a half hours.
The event does not just consist of the proposed activity. The session as a whole needs to be considered in order to make users
come and make them feel confident. Most importantly, make the
same message to all participants, specify the rules, the limits. We
call this “laying down the framework.”At the beginning and end
of an event, you can establish little rituals, especially with the
children, to give them a sense of habit and a secure framework.
A nursery rhyme, small gestures or a drawing can be good rituals.
The “String of Stories” (see Note 7 in the manual “Activity Notes”)
is a simple and welcoming method.
Some children are designated to fill out the Ideas Box newspaper (see Note 15) while others prepare a poster announcing the
next event. Finally, the children participate in the organization
of books and materials.
With the adults, you can take the time to go around the group
and ask what is new with everyone…with adults it might be possible to take some time to do introductions and exchange with
them… and in the same way, reflect on everyone’s impressions at
the end of the event.
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FOCUS
Laying down the framework
You must lay down the framework of your event when all of the
participants have arrived. This allows you to establish communal
rules among everyone, which is necessary for a smooth flow and
permits you to set limits to the event. After this ritual, everyone
enters the Ideas Box space with the facilitator, listens, respects,
and is peaceful. The event will last an hour and anything outside
of this hour no longer concerns us. Thus, we create a bubble of
relaxation.
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Collective reading,
reading out loud,
is the fundamental event in the multimedia center. It is intended
for everyone, children or adults, whether or not they know how
to read.
It is important to choose texts in advance and to prepare them.
You can choose a short text, or even an extract from a long text,
from books or on e-readers. Prepare yourself, read over the text
once in silence, observe the text well in its details, mark off point
of potential difficulty in pronunciation, punctuation… Then
reread it several times out loud before reading in front of the
group.
Some pieces of advice for reading well aloud:
•		 Adapt the level of sound of your voice to the distance
your audience is situated from you (a big group or a small
intimate group) and make sure that everyone hears well. Pay
attention to your posture, sit up straight, be at ease, do not
hide yourself behind the book, and remember to smile! Show
your audience you are convinced by the story you are telling.
•		 Articulate well and take your time by regularly looking
at the listeners. Respect the text’s punctuation, remember
to breathe: make your voice conform to questions and exclamations. Pause when there are commas and periods. If you
stumble on a word, it is not a big deal: continue!
•		 First, present the text’s cover, the title and the author. Then
finish by showing the back cover, there may be images there.
•		 If it’s a children’s book, you can either read the text first,
then show the images, or do the two at the same time while
holding the book next to you. Make sure to take the time to
show the images.
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•		During the reading, there are moments where silence
falls, when participants take the time to look at the image
in order to immerse themselves. Do not fear silence. It is the
best way to attract the attention of each person, to instill a
desire within them to see the images for themselves. It is also
the moment where images and ideas construct themselves in
the listener’s mind. You can even show a children’s book without text by spending more time on the images, and perhaps
allowing the audience to tell the story…
This moment of collective reading can also be a moment of collective discovery of the Ideas Box contents. You can watch a film
together, or present an application…
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b.3. The post-session
Once the event session is over, there remains one last step before
it is complete: the debriefing. This allows you to assess the event
and prepare the next one. It is equally the moment to discuss
with your co-facilitators about how you felt, what worked or
did not work, the difficulties you encountered and solutions
you found, lessons to learn, etc. To do this, take up your activity preparation notes and try to determine if you have fulfilled
your objectives, both those relating to you and your audience.
Conserving your event reviews allows you to make your events
and activities evolve, and in a more general scope, to make the
Ideas Box evolve.

c/ Other partnerships & communication: the

Ideas Box and outside resources

The Ideas Box is generally deployed in areas that are impoverished of information access, libraries. The Ideas Box therefore
becomes a privileged place to connect with others, learn, play
and create. As a multimedia center, a center of resources, place
of cultural life, the Ideas Box must be open to numerous collaborations. Partnerships can therefore be established with schools,
associations, collectivities and groups, in order to promote
access to education, information and the culture of vulnerable
populations.
As a facilitator, it is up to you to integrate different actors that can
collaborate on your activities’ themes or valorize the Ideas Box
collection… The role of a multimedia librarian is principally coordinating all of the resources, documents and the surrounding
people, to supply the best cultural and informative opportunities to their audience.
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Example: Partnership with the schools
It is beneficial for children to be in contact with the contents of
the Ideas Box as early as possible so they understand its fun and
informative sides. To do this, it is interesting and even necessary
for the teachers to use the Ideas Box resources as pedagogical
tools, with your help.
The first step in carrying out such a partnership is meeting the
teachers. You can reflect beforehand on the contents that could
accompany the academic programs. The objective is twofold:
the teachers discover the Ideas Box and can use its resources,
borrow them to prepare their lessons or serve themselves for
class; and they can also go to the multimedia center with their
classes. You can therefore prepare a "welcome schedule" for the
different classes.
Having a partnership with classes can bring about different
things. You can project a film or present certain books relating
to a theme studied in school. You can also offer events and activities on a theme discussed with the teacher who will help you
to carry out the event in a pedagogical way.
For everyone, this constitutes a new way of learning and teaching, and allows students to better understand and remember.
The teacher can also be present to help you manage the group.
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You can also conduct mediation together with the parents of the
students in order to explain what is available within the Ideas
Box. Thus, everyone benefits from the partnership.
You can even hold events and activities linked to academic programs in thematic cycles as we discussed earlier (see an example
at the end of the manual) or hold intermittent events such as
the presentation and test of the Highway Code application to
second and first year high school students in the Civic and Moral
Education track.

FOCUS
The Khan Academy (KA-Lite when offline) is an equally good
pedagogical tool (at present, just for math): it can be interesting
for the teachers to explore the Khan Academy with the aim to
enrich their pedagogical exercises. Organize events to train them
on them how to use Ka-Lite. After, you can lend them tablets so
they can explore the different videos. If the teacher feels ready
to integrate this support into their lesson, they can come to the
Ideas Box and start with a video that is rather accessible, with
a subjet that the students already know. You will be there as a
technical support and moderator.
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Some ideas on what to do when working with partners:
•		Organize formal meetings with educational associations
		 during which the beneficiaries speak about their future job.
•		 Launch a discussion with the beneficiaries in the
		 sewing classes.
•		Organize prevention interventions, awareness campaigns
		 with health organizations.
•		Organize exhibitions with collectives or groups of artists.

A PIECE OF ADVICE

Put an agenda of possible contacts together for yourself to show
common projects or bring in speakers, and do not forget to write
reviews at the end of each collaboration!
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Your turn!
You have decided to have a week themed on water.
Imagine the activites that you are going to put into place.
1 •	Reflect on the theme
Start by asking yourself the following questions:
– What tools in the Ideas Box address the theme of water?
– What tools in the Ideas Box could be used for this week?
–	Are there organizations in the region that specialize
in water?
–	Have actions surrounding this theme already been taken
in this region or elsewhere?
2 •	Know your materials :
In order to best prepare your activities for the week, bring
together all of the tools you identified earlier and familiarize
yourself with them.
3 • Define your audience.
Organizing a theme-based week allows you to reach out to a
maximum number of people. Do you wish to touch all of the
users of the Ideas Box or specific audiences such as:
– children;
– adults;
– the handicapped;
– academic groups;
– others.
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4 •	Think about your activities and events
Now you must imagine the best events or activities adapted
to the audience(s) you which to reach with this theme. To do
this, ask yourself the following questions:
–	Are there event notes in the manual “Activity Notes” that
can inspire you?
–	Among the tools you have decided to use, which appeal
to you the most, which do you want to use in your events
and share with the users?
–	How can you link certain tools to be used together?
Try to find several events that you can realize within a week.
Be creative!
A themed week is not just embodied by the events that you
put in place, but also by the way you highlight the water
theme in the Ideas Box. You can make an exhibition that
lasts throughout the week by collaborating with a partner,
highlighting pertinent works and applications, etc.
5 •	Activity Notes
In order to prepare yourself, choose an activity and make
up your notes to determine your objectives, the length, the
necessary materials, and the sequence of events.
6 •	Create the week’s schedule
Now, determine the week’s schedule. How many activities
have you envisioned? Is it possible to realize all of them in
one week? Which facilitators will be enlisted in the activities? Organize your week!
If you have found specialized organizations, it can be interesting to contact them in order to know what their activities
are and see if joint action is possible.
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audiences that are learning to read
Literacy is an important element within a society. It allows for
personal autonomy and social and human development. In being
more cognizant of the world that surrounds us, individuals can
assert themselves within their community and their family.
Literacy contributes to the reduction of poverty and stabilizes
development, peace and democracy throughout the whole of a
society. It also boosts equality between the sexes.
1. What is literacy?
> Literacy
Literacy concerns all groups of people (adults or children) that
do not have basic writing skills. Sometimes, the learner has never
been sent to school before: he discovers writing, the essential
prerequisite for integrating into most societies. Literacy should
be considered not as an end in itself, but as a way to prepare a
person for a social, civic, and economic role. This approach goes
beyond the limits of the basic definition of literacy, which simply
consists of teaching reading and writing.
> Illiteracy:
Illiteracy is the inability or the difficulty to read, write and count,
a mistake in the learning process.
> Characteristics of groups that are gaining literacy:
Illiterate people tend to stay apart from groups because they are
afraid to reveal their inability to read or write. They will encourage their children to participate in activities, but never integrate
themselves into the activities. They are often accompanied by
people who act as “interpreters.”
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2. Lead a workshop with people gaining literacy
Literacy is one of the most difficult actions to realize: how do you
help an adult master the code of a literate world when it takes
years for children to access the same thing? First of all, you have
to identify your participants’ learning objectives: do they want
to improve their writing, their speaking, or their reading level?
You certainly cannot fulfill all of their expectations, but literacy
workshops should be perceived as a window to the world. There
are numerous methods for learning, and we suggest you take
the “conscientization” approach as developed by Paulo Freire. It
entails starting with the global and personal history of the illiterate person to allow him to become self-aware and aware of the
possibilities of his actions on his environment. This approach
aims for personal autonomy and the development of his ability
to act.
This method is divided into three steps:
• Study of context;
• Selection of words based on discovered vocabulary;
• The literacy learning process.
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Study of context
This phase is particularly important since it determines what
happens next in your workshops. It consists of understanding
the environment in which people of a particular region live
and immersing yourself in the words and language used by the
learners.
•		 You can work on this in advance of your workshop by
going to the neighborhoods or cities where participants originate from to learn the words and the phrases commonly used
so you can also make use of them afterwards.
•		 You can also spend your first workshop sessions to discover this language by putting learners in everyday situations.
For this, you can use theatre or role-playing or even a newspaper article about a miscellaneous news item or an excerpt
from a novel with good ideas.
This second option can be done without perfectly mastering
theatre or current events. The goal is not to transform anybody into an actor or critic, but rather to create role-playing
about everyday life and communication.
The purpose of that first part is for you to “dive” into the participant’s way of life. What are their main conversation topics,
the situations that bother them most, the way they behave with
their child, with their neighbor…
For that first part of your workshop, their living environment is
a creative force, it should be carefully analyzed in order to identify the “ generative” vocabulary they use. This is essential for the
second part.
Important: do not overlook that first step, take enough time for
your participants to analyze their context of life, what it brings
out. Understanding the environment you are living in is a substantial step for the awareness learning method.
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Selection of words based
on discovered vocabulary
At this stage, you have to take note of the words that emerged
during the conversations that took place during your role-plays.
You have to concern yourself with both typical expressions and
words that have an important emotional impact on the people.
These words, which we call “generating words,” have the power
to make learners produce other words. So this has a real impact,
it is essential that these words fall into the social, cultural and
political reality of the people. They have to evoke and signify
something important for the learners in order to mentally and
emotionally stimulate them. In every society, there are central
terms, key words around which power establishes itself and is
put into question, around which social relationships are established: to take refuge, security, integration, unemployed person,
but also central terms for different groups constituting a society,
thus in our sector of work: literacy, learner, writing, etc.
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Note: Studying the living environment and identifying the words of
the common vocabulary are very much linked. Both parts can be done
during the same session although you should not mix these activities.
You risk losing track of the purpose of this workshop : to identify the
vocabulary that will awake the interest of the participants.

Key Points
1 • Study and analyze the living context of your participants.
2 • Identify the “generative” vocabulary.
3 • Only then can you reach the third step, the process of
literacy teaching.
These first two steps do not develop writing skill. However, they must
be taken before starting writing a third step.
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The literacy learning process:
this step consists of analyzing the words raised as graphic symbols. To do this, you can make these words appear on a board, a
piece of paper, cards, etc. You will also need a series of images
reproducing situations that link to the words and are conceived
to produce diverse impressions in the mind of the learner. Do
not hesitate to use tools within the Ideas Box, notably the books
or tablets.
Start by describing and analyzing the situation provoked by the
word and consequently the images that you have retained. Take
the word poverty as an example: the word can evoke problems
surrounding housing, food, health, etc. The learners train themselves on the existential situation that corresponds to the word
and to the relationship between the word and the reality that it
covers.
That part is very important, do not start dissecting a word before It
was analyzed. Take enough time to have its meaning understood
by all participants before starting the dissection of the word.
Make sure all participants have the same definition of the word,
before going on with the session.
Note: your participants might disagree on the definition they have
of a specific word. Use this situation to start a discussion, before reaching a definition that will suit everyone.

Next, move on to the visualization of the word itself by indicating
its semantic content (that is to say the meaning and the sense of
the word), then its syllable breakdown, and then the phonetic
families that compose the word. For example, the word poverty
breaks down into three syllables: po/ver/ty, which becomes the
following in phonetics: po / ver / ti Thus, we can give the details
of three phonetic families:
Pa pe pi po pu
Var ver vir vor vur
Ta te ti to tu
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Next, the learners try to create other words with these syllable
combinations and their phonetic families. At the same time, they
carry on with their reflection by analyzing the real context represented in the literary codification with a critical eye because
literacy is closely linked to the cultural and political life of the
learners.
Note: You might work on more words during the same session, provided that these words are of the same kind, or with identical syllables.
Persons with poor literacy skills will not be able to remember them all.
Do not hesitate to gather the words by category.

Workshop progress:
•		Three parts in that workshop, each one necessary,
although some might be gathered.
•		 First and second parts can be done during the same session, but make sure to keep their chronological order. Take
enough time for all participants to understand each of these
2 steps before you start the third one. That third step requires
much time and preparation, so all participants can take
advantage of it.
•		 Literacy takes much time and patience. Organize that
activity on a regular basis or else, little or no improvements
will be seen among your participants.
Literacy is an animation that requires time and patience. With
this in mind, it is necessary to review this animation regularly.
If not, you will not see any results from your participants.
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Early-learning,
reading
Objectives/Expectations:
•		Pass on an interest in reading for enjoyment to children,
just as we aim to do with their parents, by offering each child
a reading that is intended for him or her alone, so they can
encounter the book as an object and discover reading.
•		Remove any emotional barriers the parents experience
with books, depending on their situation (not knowing how
to read, having never used a book outside of school).
Child development
Starting at the time of his or her birth, a child enters a processes
called development:
•		 awakening of the senses and perception,
•		 language,
•		 emotional and social development,
•		 gross and fine motor skills.
Over the course of days and weeks, the baby will develop new
skills, test them out in trial and error, and discover that the more
he grows the more he can interact with his familial and social
environment.
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from birth to six months:
The awakening of senses and perception allows a child to discover the world. The baby thrives and learns about everything
that surrounds him. He observes and recognizes voices, faces
or discovers them and memorizes them. He will also learn to
coordinate diverse actions: look at an object, grasp it, and carry
it in his mouth. On the level of language, the baby will produce
sounds such as different yells, cries, babbles… that become more
refined according to situations of hunger or comfort, content or
malcontent.
The sound of the mother’s voice is the first sound he will pay the
most attention to along with the sound of his mouth making
babbles, laughs and sputters. Visually, the child sees contrasts
between lively colors (black and white, yellow and red…) and
simple shapes.
On the social level, the child will react in the presence of other
people and will be attentive to where they go. Starting at a very
young age, he looks at their faces and stares at the interlocutors.
For the moment, other children do not appeal to him more than
that, although he is sensitive to the voices of children which are
more high-pitched than those of adults. His emotional needs
center on the mother, his primary caregiver. Sometimes, the
baby needs to go back to familiar arms in order to “recover his
strength” before returning to explore the world of reading. It is
beneficial for him to be attentive to his different emotions and
frames of mind in order to better guide him in his discoveries.
In terms of motor function, the baby has spontaneous movements in his arms and legs, and he also communicates with his
body. He possesses the reflex to grab, he attentively examines
his hands and fingers, and he shakes the rattle put in his hand.
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The child and the book:
Between birth and six months, the baby will acquire several
skills, and the book will find its place in this discovery of the world. The act of recognizing familiar people or objects reveals that
the child is able to recognize the book and make room for this
object in his everyday life. The child's desire to listen to words is
revealed by his attraction to his mother's voice. The book is one
of the few tools that offers the possibility to further continue
discovering the world. Through the language of a tale, the child
will experience an awakening to important words and images
in his human construction. The baby will attest to the enjoyment he gains from the attention you provide him in the way he
moves his body, legs and arms, and the babbles made between
his smiles.
Books for babies:
Noir sur blanc, Dans les bras de maman, Léger comme un flocon
(J.Gueyfier), 2 petites mains, Deux petits pieds, Bateau sur l’eau
(Didier jeunesse)
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Between six months
and one year old:
The awakening of senses and perceptions. The baby will start
to manifest intentional gestures and movements. For example,
I make a certain gesture to obtain a certain object. He starts to
understand the relationship between cause and effect: bottle=food, a toy=sound, he will also look for the object he made fall
and enjoy the game-peek-a-boo.
On the level of language, he knows how to recognize the origin
of sounds he hears and react at a certain tone of voice. He prattles “bababa, mamama.” He will evolve so he can initiate a vocal
exchange, the words are going to become carriers of meaning,
and he will know how to use different syllables to call the people
in his family circle, mama and dada.
He uses gestures to make himself understood, point a finger at
an object and reacts when called by his/her name. And his attention will start to turn towards other children.
Emotionally, he will succeed in decoding others’ emotions
by their facial expressions, start to attach himself to particular people and can react badly when being separated from his
parents, especially from his mother.
In terms of motor function, he can carry objects with his mouth,
he will become more skilled at grabbing objects, let an object go
if somebody presents him another object, hold two objects at
a time in each hand and hit them together. He will also start to
stand up and move about on his sides with support.
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The book and the child:
Becoming a master of his gestures, the child can grab the pages
of a book and point to images that call to him. He may have fun
in trying to repeat back the syllables that were read. He can have
fun by turning the pages then turning them again, the book can
be part of the game peek-a-boo. The notion of appearing/disappearing in a book allows him to connect a meaning with a word
that is evoked without being directly under his eyes. The book
becomes a carrier of meaning in the world that surrounds him.
Books:
Et badaboum (SDe Greef), Beaucoup de beaux bébés, Comptine :
Y’a une pie (M. Bourre, Didier jeunesse), Un train passe (D.Crews)

Between 1 and 2 years old:
The child understands the concept of a permanent object: a
thing continues to exist even if you do not see it anymore. He
will also succeed at recognizing himself in the mirror. He will
also start to use symbols (words, images, objects) and play pretend. In his game, he can change the function of objects and will
be very good at imitating a situation.
On the level of language, the child will start to speak by producing his own vocabulary, inspired by everything that he hears.
One word for several meanings, for example: the sound “lo” for
everything that is liquid, and this sound or word will have sentence value. He knows how to look at an object and an image
when somebody says its name and knows how to pick out words
or bits of sentences like an echo to exercise pronouncing them.
He can enjoy imitating sounds, such as the sounds that certain
animals make.
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On the social level, he becomes more and more interested in
children, he seeks out meeting them or observing them from
afar, and he also learns from other children. He learns certain
social behaviors, how to say hello, how to wave. From an emotional point of view, he separates himself more and more from his
parents. With the ability to walk, he becomes more autonomous.
He asserts himself as a human being, learns to say no. He recognizes himself in the mirror. He needs clear limits, a frame within
which he can evolve.
On the level of fine motor skills, he can turn the pages of a book
and choose to go back to a page that he likes. He knows how to
draw lines on paper.
The book and the child:
The baby starts to move around, first on his hands and knees
then when standing up. Consequently, he is on his way to discovering the space that surrounds him, space that allows him to
test all of his motor skill explorations. His readings may skive off
namely, he may not follow the story’s linear order. Three pages
may be enough for him or steer him towards another game.Reading is among the games he discovers.
BOOKS: Va-t’en grand monstre vert ! Bloub, bloub, bloub, Bleu
vache (A. Tamarkin) Pomme de reinette (A. Louchard, Bayard
jeunesse)
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From 2 to 3 years old:
The child takes pleasure in scribbling, understands the difference between one and many, he counts two objects. He can
say his age. He finds it funny to change the names of animals or
people. He imitates adults’ gestures, reads alone by inventing his
own story within the book.
On the level of language, he knows how to say simple sentences
such as “baby fell”, ask questions such as “what’s that?” He follows stories better and better. He can repeat simple sentences,
repeat words he heard from a book. He rediscovers children’s
books he has already heard with pleasure.
On the social level, he discovers the notion of ownership: “That’s
mine”,
can even be possessive, he struggles to control his emotions, can
be aggressive with other children, and he learns to share. On the
emotional level, he can have large fits of anger, struggle when
waiting to obtain an object he wants and start wanting to do
things on his own. He can feel certain fears, fear of the dark, etc.
In terms of motor function, he can turn the pages of a book,
thread big beads on a string and knows how to turn a doorknob.
books and children:
The baby gets bigger, becomes autonomous. He moves around
on his own, starts to speak, affirms himself socially with others,
both children and adults. He can read a book on his own, or
listen to a longer story. He remembers his favorite books and
finds them again for the pleasure of knowing and understanding the end of the story being told. He imitates the reading
adult, imagines stories connected to the one he read, he creates
his reading path alone but always while being accompanied by
an adult reader who listens to his wishes for further reading.
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Conclusion:
Reading to a child between 0 and 3 years old is an act of kindness
for the future of his or her academic learning. Starting reading at
birth is like sowing a seed that will gradually grow and become a
plant. When you read to these babies you nourish what is called
the “psyche” in psychology. The psyche is the group of conscious
and unconscious manifestations of an individual’s personality. In understanding that you nourish an unconscious part of
a child, you also understand that you will not have a concrete
result during this type of activity, but that you will have had a
role that determines his future knowledge, and his future learning, his vocabulary, his cultural understanding, etc.
The book is an important accessory in human development and
it is therefore important to put it in the hands of small children.
This will improve their critical senses and will encourage their
thirst for discovery, which is important to their future.
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